KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

Baron comes up fast, then settles down to form a strong, dense root system that is an ideal grass for golf courses, fine lawns, sod fields, industrial and commercial locations. Once Baron comes up, the slow growth means less frequent mowing. And Baron is ideally suited to low mowing too...even down to 1/6 inch. The sturdy, broad blades interlock to make a compact, thickset surface. In a cold area? Baron is extremely winter-hardy...it keeps its deep-green color well into the cold months. Baron keeps that deep-green color longer because it responds well to late season fertilization and is highly disease-resistant, especially to leafspot, rust or stripe smut. All Baron seed is CERTIFIED BLUE TAG, Poa annua and bentgrass-free.

Jamestown

Jamestown's deep-green color and low-growing qualities make it the most asked for red fescue in the northern United States on home lawns, parks and golf courses. When a blend is needed, Jamestown improves the texture and the appearance of Kentucky bluegrass in sun or moderate shade with minimum care. And, during mild winters Jamestown may carry its lush color through the entire season. Try a blend of Jamestown/Baron today.

Kingstown

The only velvet bentgrass for the ultimate in fine texture and dark-green color on putting greens. Kingstown thrives on acid soils and requires less fertilization to achieve outstanding results.

Exeter

A highly disease, drought, and mold resistant variety ideal for fairways alone or in combinations with other grasses. Exeter forms a dense, low-growing, non-colonizing turf that is often associated with other bentgrasses.